In the Large-N c limit of QCD, two-point functions of local operators become Harmonic Sums.
I Introduction
Many of us would like to know the answer to the following questions:
• What is the effective Field Theory of QCD at Long Distances ?
• How does QCD fix the couplings of the Chiral Lagrangian of the Nambu-Goldstone modes of the spontaneously broken chiral-SU(3) flavour symmetry ?
• Can we answer these questions, perhaps more easily, within the framework of QCD in the Large-N c limit [1] ?
In that respect, it has been shown 3 that if the confinement property of QCD persists in this limit there is also spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking and the Hadronic Spectrum consists then of an infinite number of Narrow States [7] .
Unfortunately, in spite of the successes of the Standard Model, the answer to these questions remains unknown. What I shall do here is to provide a few comments related to them.
I.1 General Comments
1. Independently of the Large-N c approximation, the couplings of the effective Chiral Lagrangian of the Strong Interactions of the Nambu-Goldstone modes, can be identified with the coefficients of the Taylor expansion of appropriate QCD Green's Functions.
By contrast, most of the couplings of the effective chiral Lagrangian of the Electroweak
Interactions of the same Nambu-Goldstone modes are given by integrals over all the range of euclidean momenta of appropriate two-point functions with soft insertions of local operators. Their determination, therefore, requires a precise matching of the short distance and the long distance contributions to the underlying QCD Green's functions.
Typical terms of the chiral Lagrangian are:
requirements alone. The first term in the second line corresponds to the lowest order effective Lagrangian, which is O(p 0 ) in the chiral counting [12] , and which appears when photons are integrated out in the presence of the strong interactions (Q L = Q R = diag.[2/3, −1/3, −1/3] and e is the electric charge). The second term in the second line is the lowest order effective Lagrangian in the electroweak sector which induces non-leptonic K-decays 4 . Typical physical processes to which each term contributes are indicated under the braces. Each term in the chiral Lagrangian is modulated by a coupling constant (F 2 π , L 10 , · · · C , g 8 · · · in Eq. (1.1)), which encodes the underlying dynamics responsible for the appearance of the corresponding effective term. The evaluation of these couplings from the underlying QCD Lagrangian is the question we are interested in.
I.2 The Left-Right Correlation Function as an Example
As a precise example of the comments in the previous subsection let us consider the left-right correlation function:
with left and right currents:
3)
The discussion here, unless explicitly mentioned, does not use the Large-N c approximation.
In the chiral limit where the light quark masses are set to zero, this two-point function only depends on one invariant function (
The self-energy function Π LR (Q 2 ) in the chiral limit vanishes order by order in QCD perturbation theory and is an order parameter of the spontaneous breakdown of chiral symmetry for all values of the momentum transfer [14] . In what follows we shall be working in this limit. The Taylor expansion of Π LR (Q 2 ) at low Q 2 is a power series in Q 2 :
where L 10 (µ) denotes the O(p 4 ) coupling in Eq. (1.1) renormalized at the scale µ. In the 1/N c -expansion, the Goldstone loop corrections are subleading and, therefore, only the tree level couplings survive in the Large-N c limit, which is one of the important simplifications of this limit. The function Π LR (Q 2 ) also governs the coupling constant C in Eq. (1.1) and gives a mass of electromagnetic origin [15] (and also from the integration of the heavy Z electroweak boson [16] ) to the π ± and K ± particles:
4 GF is the Fermi constant and V ud , V * us matrix elements of the flavour mixing matrix. The coupling g8 governs the strength of the dominant ∆I = 1/2 transitions. For more details see e.g. ref. [13] and references therein.
This integral converges in the ultraviolet because [17] lim
Furthermore, it has also been shown [18, 19] that 9) which in particular ensures the positivity of the integral in Eq. (1.7) and thus the stability of the QCD vacuum with respect to small perturbations induced by electroweak interactions.
II Large-N c Models and Phenomenology
QCD models of spontaneously chiral symmetry breaking, like the Constituent Chiral Quark Model (CχQM) of Georgi and Manohar [20, 21, 22, 23] , or the more sophisticated Extended Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model (ENJL) [24, 25] have been rather successful in reproducing the phenomenological determinations of the couplings of the chiral Lagrangian in the strong interaction sector. However, they fail in general to provide the required matching between short and long distances which is needed in order to evaluate the couplings of the chiral Lagrangian induced by the Electroweak Interactions, i.e. couplings like C and g 8 in Eq. (1.1).
Because of this, in the phenomenological applications, these models have progressively been replaced by a more direct approach where the relevant Green's functions are approximated by a finite number of the Large-N c QCD hadronic spectrum of narrow states. In fact, the Resonance Chiral Lagrangians of the type discussed in refs. [12, 26] and their extensions (see e.g. ref. [27] and references therein), can be viewed as simplified versions of the Large-N c QCD Hadronic Lagrangian when limited to a finite number of states. The methodology which has been suggested (see e.g. ref.
[28] for a review), consists in fixing the couplings and masses of a Minimal Hadronic Ansatz (MHA) of narrow states which contribute to a specific Green's function in such a way that, on the one hand the short distance behaviour predicted by the operator product expansion (OPE) [17] of the underlying Green's function in Large-N c QCD is satisfied and, on the other hand, the long distance behaviour constraints governed by the effective chiral Lagrangian in the sector of the Strong Interactions alone are satisfied as well. As an example of this MHA approach, let us consider again the integral in Eq. (1.7) which fixes the coupling C. The MHA in this case requires the presence of three states: the massless pion pole, a vector state with mass M V and an axial-vector state with mass M A . The constraint that Π LR (Q 2 ) satisfies the OPE at short distances (see Eq. (1.8)) implies that O(1/Q 2 ) terms and O(1/Q 4 ) terms must be absent. This, as we shall later discuss, also implies the validity of so called Weinberg sum rules, and fixes the couplings of the V and A states in the spectral function of the left-right correlation function with the result
Inserting this function in Eq. (1.7) gives a prediction for the π + −π 0 ≡ ∆m π mass difference 5 : to be compared with the experimental value: ∆m π = (4.5936 ± 0.0005) MeV.
The MHA approach to Large-N c QCD has led to a remarkable set of interesting predictions for some of the couplings of the Electroweak Lagrangian in the chiral limit (two representative references are [29, 13] ). The incorporation of chiral corrections, however, becomes technically rather cumbersome and, above all, the question of the reliability of the approximation with a finite number of narrow states to Large-N c QCD, to which I shall later come back, remains open (see e.g. ref. [30] ).
II.1 Comment on Minkowsky versus Euclidean
The spectral function of the left-right correlation function defined in Eq. (1.2) can be obtained from measurements of the hadronic τ -decay spectrum (vector-like decays minus axial-vector like decays). τ . This plot is a good experimental proof of spontaneously chiral symmetry breaking in Nature. If the symmetry was realizedà la Wigner-Weyl, the shape should be a straight horizontal line all the way down to zero. Also shown in the t (GeV ) same Fig. 1 is the simple spectrum of the MHA approximation to Large-N c QCD which, as discussed before, consists of the pion pole (not shown in the figure), a vector narrow state (the first positive vertical line) and an axial-vector narrow state the second negative vertical line). The heights of these vertical lines represent the strengths of the couplings of the narrow states in the spectral function. At this level of approximation, and in the chiral limit, the rest of the vector and axial-vector states are degenerate and, therefore, they cancel in the difference, a fact which in any case is predicted by QCD at high energies when perturbation theory applies, and is reproduced by the asymptotic horizontal continuum line shown in the figure.
Looking at the plot in Fig. 1 , one can hardly claim that the MHA approximation in the Minkowsky region reproduces the details of the experimental data. This is to be contrasted, however, with what happens in the Euclidean region. With Π LR (Q 2 ) determined from the spectral function by the unsubtracted dispersion relation 
the corresponding plot of the function
versus the Euclidean variable Q 2 normalized to vector mass M 2 V , as shown in Fig. 2 (the solid curve), reproduces rather well the dotted curve, which is the one resulting from the experimental data in Fig. 1 . This is in fact a generic feature: Green's functions in the Minkowski region have a lot of structure, while the corresponding shape in the Euclidean region shows a smooth behaviour. As shown in this example, the simple MHA in the euclidean region already provides a rather good interpolation between the asymptotic regimes where, by construction, it has been constrained to satisfy the lowest order chiral behaviour and the leading and next to leading OPE constraints. This good interpolation is the reason why the integral in Eq. (1.7), evaluated in the MHA, already reproduces the experimental result rather well. One can also see in Fig. 1 that models which fail to incorporate the matching to short distances, like the CχQM and the ENJL model, fail to reproduce the shape of the experimental curve already at rather low values of Q 2 .
II.2 More on the CχQM
Concerning the failure of the matching between long and short distances in Models of Large-N c QCD, I would like to point out that there is, however, a class of low-energy observables, governed by integrals of specific QCD Green's functions, for which the CχQM predictions encoded in the MG-Lagrangian, in spite of its limitations, can be rather reliable. This is the case when the leading short distance behaviour of the underlying Green's functions of a given observable is governed by perturbative QCD. Interesting examples of this class of observables are the decay rate π 0 → e + e − , the Hadronic Vacuum Polarization and the Hadronic Light-by-Light Scattering contributions to a low-energy observable like the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon:
. Furthermore, as recently pointed out by Weinberg [22] , the MG-Lagrangian in the Large-N c limit, modulo the addition of a finite number of local counterterms [23] , is a renormalizable Lagrangian. Calculations with the MG-Lagrangian, compared to those with the more sophisticated approaches described above, have the advantage of simplicity and, when applied to this class of low-energy observables, can provide a check to the more elaborated phenomenological approaches. The fact that one is dealing with a renormalizable Quantum Field Theory is, of course, a welcome feature.
The CχQM effective Lagrangian in question is the following:
The underbraced terms are those of the MG-Lagrangian, but in the presence of external SU (3) vector v µ (x) and axial-vector a µ (x) sources. The field matrix U (x) is the same 3×3 unitary matrix in flavour space which collects the Goldstone fields as in Eq. (1.1). The vector field matrix D µ U is also the same covariant derivative of U as in Eq. (1.1) with respect to the same external sources: 5) and, with U = ξξ,
The gluon field matrix in the fundamental representation of color SU (3) is G µ (x) and G (a)
µν (x) its corresponding gluon field strength tensor. The presence of external scalar s(x) and pseudoscalar p(x) sources induces the extra terms proportional to
where B, like F π , is an order parameter which has to be fixed from experiment. When these sources are frozen to the up, down, and strange light quark masses of the QCD Lagrangian,
and then
With the axial coupling fixed to g A = 1, the extra couplings L 5 and L 8 are the only terms which are needed to absorb the ultraviolet (UV) divergences when the constituent quark fields Q(x) are integrated out 6 . If one wants to consider the case where photons are also integrated out then, to leading order in the chiral expansion and in the electric charge coupling e, the last term in the second line is also required to absorb further UV-divergences. Loops involving pion fields are subleading in the 1/N c -expansion and hence, following the observation of Weinberg in ref. [22] , the Lagrangian in Eq. (2.4), when considered within the framework of the large-N c limit, is a renormalizable Lagrangian.
III General Properties of Large-N c QCD
An interesting feature of Large-N c QCD which I shall discuss next is the fact that two-point functions of color singlet composite local operators become simple Harmonic Sums in this limit.
In full generality 7 , an Harmonic Sum is characterized by a Base Function (in our case the kernel in the dispersion relation which the two-point function in question obeys) and a Dirichlet series.
where the µ n are called the Frequencies (the position of the narrow states in the Minkowski region in our case) and the λ n the Amplitudes (the residues of the corresponding poles).
The simplest example of a Dirichlet Series is the Riemann zeta function:
where λ n = 1 and µ n = n. The Euler product expression in the r.h.s. extends to all prime numbers p.
III.1 The Π LR (Q

) Self-Energy as an Harmonic Sum
Let us consider again the left-right correlation function in the chiral limit as an example to illustrate these properties. In the Large-N c limit, the spectral function 
with positive weights for the vector-like components and negative weights for the axialvector-like components. The first term is the contribution from the pion pole. Inserting this spectral function in the dispersion relation in Eq. (2.3) we find
This is a typical Harmonic Sum which we can write as follows:
5) 6 We disregard divergent couplings involving external fields alone to lowest order in the chiral expansion. 7 For a clear introduction to the appropriate mathematics literature see e.g. ref. [32] .
and where the Base Function is
The crucial property of Harmonic Sums is that they have a factorizable Mellin-Transform 8 . In our case π ImΠ LR (t) where the tilde means that the contribution from the pion pole has been removed:
This integral, in the Large-N c limit, becomes the Dirichlet Series:
The Mellin-Barnes representation is very useful. All the dynamics is encoded in the factorized Dirichlet series Σ(s) or, in full generality, in the Mellin transform of the Spectral Function. The dependence in Q 2 is completely factorized from the details of the spectrum, and one can read off the asymptotic behaviours for small Q 2 (i.e. the chiral expansion) and large-Q 2 (i.e. the short distance expansion or OPE expansion) in a straightforward way 9 . These asymptotic behaviours can be obtained from the so called inverse mapping theorem [32] as follows: • The coefficients a p,k of the singular series expansions at the left of the fundamental strip i.e.
govern the asymptotic expansion:
(3.14)
• The coefficients b p,k of the singular series expansions at the right of the fundamental strip i.e.
The sum structure over the poles p in the r.h.s. of these equations is completely general for any two-point function. When applied to the left-right correlation function there are, however, further specific restrictions to take into account:
• The fact that in the OPE of Π LR (Q 2 ) there are no operators of dimension two and four implies that a 0,0 = 1 , and a 1,0 = 0 , This is precisely the content of the Weinberg Sum Rules, conventionally written as follows:
and
Notice, however, that in full generality sum rules like
at the left of the fundamental strip where s ≤ 0, have to be understood as analytic continuations of the Mellin transform of the spectral function (or the Dirichlet series in the Large-N c approximation) in the region of s of absolute convergence. It is in this sense that the two Weinberg sum rules should be understood.
• Because of the absolute convergence of Σ(s) at the right of the fundamental strip, all the poles in the corresponding series expansion must be simple poles, hence N (p) = 0 in Eq. (3.16), which means that the expansion at small Q 2 is a pure power series.
IV Toy Models of Large-N c QCD
As we have seen, the phenomenological applications of Large-N c QCD we have discussed in Section II rely on the limitation of the hadronic spectrum to a finite number of narrow states. In order to test this approximation and in the absence of a solution of QCD in the Large-N c limit, one has to resort to models to investigate the issue 10 . As we shall see, some of these models bring in functions of Analytic Number Theory with quite interesting features.
IV.1 The Hurwitz Model
This is a model where the spectral function of the left-right correlation function consists of an infinite number of narrow states
with the vector states and the axial-vector states equally spaced by an amount σ. Implementing the two Weinberg sum rules in this spectral function reduces the number of independent parameters to F π , the lowest vector mass M V and the value of
, with M A the lowest axial-vector states. The other parameters are then fixed as follows:
Notice that this forces the inequality
The Mellin-Barnes Representation in this model is then: which sets the basis for its analytic continuation [39] . The so defined ζ(s, v) is analytic for all s except for a simple pole at s = 1 with residue 1. Comparing Eq. (4.4) with Eq. (3.10), we see that the relevant Mellin transform of the Hurwitz-Model is
A plot of this Mellin transform is shown in Figs. 3. Notice the zeros at s = −1, −3, · · · . These zeros are in fact quite generic of the model and they occur at odd negative values of s. The origin of it is due to the property that, for s = −m with m = 0, 1, 2, . . . :
where B m+1 (v) denotes the Bernoulli polynomial of degree m+1. This fact plus the symmetry property 
At this stage, it is interesting to compare the Mellin transform of the Hurwitz model with the one of the MHA-approximation discussed in Section II. This is shown in Fig. 4 . What emerges from this comparison is the fact that the two Mellin transforms do not differ much in the region −1.5 s 1.5, the reason being that they both satisfy the two Weinberg sum rules. The result that the pion mass difference was rather well reproduced with the MHA approximation in Eq. (2.2) is due to the fact that this observable is governed by the slope of the Mellin transform at s = −1:
The two Mellin transforms in Fig. 4 have, however, very different behaviors outside the interval −1.5 s 1.5; not so much for positive s-values (corresponding to the chiral expansion), but they differ quite dramatically for negative s-values (corresponding to the OPE expansion) where one finds: z =
We can see that, except for the first term, the signs are different and the discrepancy in magnitude increases for each successive term. Yet, the shapes of the two correlation functions in the Euclidean, as seen in Fig. 5 , is not so different. From these considerations we conclude that it is the Mellin transform of the spectral function (and its analytic continuation) which encodes all the details of the underlying dynamics. One can also see that the determination of higher order condensates, the equivalent of the coefficients in the high-Q 2 expansion in Eqs. (4.12) and (4.13) is very sensitive to the nature of the hadronic spectrum. This is an important issue for phenomenology because, for example, the coefficient of O(1/Q 6 ) in the expansion of Π LR (Q 2 ) plays a crucial rôle in our understanding of direct CP-violation in K-decays, the so called ǫ ′ /ǫ contribution [40] . Unfortunately, this O(1/Q 6 ) term, as well as the higher order ones, appear to be very sensitive to the underlying dynamics. It is not surprising that the phenomenological determinations of these coefficients found in the literature 11 differ so much.
V The Riemann Zeros and Sum Rules
In the previous section we have considered a model from Analytic Number Theory to illustrate some physical features of Large-N c QCD which we would like to understand. Here I shall do the contrary, I will consider the physical framework of Dispersion Relations in Quantum Field Theory to discuss a well known problem in Mathematics. The problem has to do with the positions of the zeros of the Riemann zeta function defined by Eq. 3.2 and its analytic continuation 12 which extends to all values of s except at s = 1 where it has a simple pole with residue 1. The interesting object for our purposes is the logarithmic derivative of the Riemann zeta function which, using the Euler product expression in Eq. 3.2, can be written as a Dirichlet Series:
where the Λ(n) (n integer) are the so called Von Mangoldt Amplitudes:
A plot of the Von Mangoldt amplitudes for the first hundred integers is shown in Fig. 6 fact, there exists an explicit expression for the analytic continuation of the Dirichlet series in Eq. 5.1, which follows from Hadamard's product formula for ζ(s) [44] :
The poles at s = −2, −4 − 6 · · · correspond to the trivial zeros of ζ(s) and the poles at s = ρ to all the remaining zeros. The non-trivial zeros satisfy 0 < Re(ρ) < 1 , and because of the Symmetry Relation s → 1 − s, they must be located symmetrically relative to the vertical line Re(s) = 1/2 , the so called critical line. The famous Riemann Hypothesis (RH) states that all the non-trivial zeros have Re(s) = 1/2 . Numerically, all the non-trivial zeros which have been evaluated so far do indeed satisfy the RH.
V.1 Question
What are the properties of a Large-N c QCD-like Green's Function which has as a spectral function the one associated to the Von Mangoldt Dirichlet Series i.e.,
with the ampltudes Λ(n) given in Eq. (5.2) and plotted in Fig. 6 ?
I wish to clarify the meaning of this question. From the point of view of QCD, this spectral function can only be considered, at best, as a toy model of large-N c (perhaps as a toy model of duality violations). What seems interesting to me, however, is the fact that such an abstract mathematical question as the RH can be phrased, as we shall see next, in terms of the language familiar to physicists working in Quantum Field Theory.
Let us call Π VonM (q 2 ) the two-point function which has as an imaginary part the Von Mangoldt spectral function in Eq. 5.4. The function Π VonM (q 2 ) then obeys a dispersion relation modulo subtractions. The fact that the Van Mangoldt Dirichlet series in Eq. 5.1 is defined for Re(s) > 1 fixes the number of the required subtractions. They can be removed by taking two derivatives in the dispersion relation. This defines a function P VonM (z) in the euclidean (z = M 2 Q 2 ), which is the analog of Eq. (2.3): 
where Σ VonM (s) is given in Eq. 5.3. Everything is explicitly known in this representation and we can now apply the Inverse Mapping Theorem of ref. [32] to compute the asymptotic behaviour of P VonM (z). The interesting expansion is the short distance expansion corresponding to large Q 2 (small-z). This expansion is governed by the singularities at the left of the fundamental strip i.e. s ≤ 1. The singularities at s = −1, −2, −3, · · · generated by the Γ(s + 1) factor in the integrand and by the poles in Σ VonM (s) at s = −2, −4, −6, · · · corresponding to the trivial zeros of ζ(s) give rise to odd powers of
as well as to even powers (n = 1, 2, 3 · · · ) of
These terms are rather analogous to the usual power terms which originate in the OPE in Quantum Field Theory. The leading singularity at s = 1 gives rise to the leading asymptotic behaviour for Q 2 large, which is: 9) in fact rather similar to the leading behaviour of a QCD-like two-point function generated by a scalar current. The interesting terms are of course the ones generated by the next-to-leading singularities at s = ρ in the Σ VonM (s) function; i.e. the ones induced by the non-trivial zeros of the Riemann zeta function. They give rise to non-power terms: in the short distance expansion of the two-point function associated to the Von Mangoldt spectral function in Eq. 5.4.
V.2 Quantum Mechanics Sum Rules
It is perhaps helpful to discuss the previous considerations within a more general Statistical Mechanics Framework. The discussion applies to Hamiltonians H with no explicit time dependence. The probability transition amplitude in Quantum Mechanics is defined as q f , t f |q i , t i = q f |e −iH(t f −t i ) |q i . .
(5.14)
In particular, the lim β → ∞; i.e., T → 0, [β = is of special interest to us because it provides the Quantum Mechanics framework for the equivalent of the Quantum Field Theory Sum Rules. The relevant Hamiltonian for our purposes is one which has levels 18) and wave functions at the origin |Ψ n (0)| 2 = Λ(n) , In this expression the leading behaviour in the first line is the one associated to the trivial singularity at s = 1, while the second term in the first line gives the asymptotic behaviour reflected by the non-trivial zeros located at s = 1/2. The Riemann Hypothesis implies that these are the only possible non-power terms in the expansion. A constant term as well as odd power terms in (βE 0 ), with the leading one shown in the second line, are generated because of the Γ(s) factor in Eq. 5.20 with coefficients which, except for the constant term, depend on the location of the non-trivial zeros (the sum over ρ's). The trivial singularities at s = −2n generate powers in (βE 0 ) 2n (the leading one is shown in the third line) modulated by a log(βE 0 ) factor and powers of (βE 0 ) 2n . The latter are modulated by coefficients which also depend on the positions of the non-trivial zeros (the sum over ρ's). An interesting question which I have been investigating in collaboration with Josep Tarón is: what is the equivalent potential which produces a spectrum of discrete levels E n = nE 0 with corresponding wave functions at the origin known in modulus |Ψ n (0)| 2 = Λ(n) (i.e. the Von Mangoldt amplitudes defined in Eq. (5.2))? I hope to have an answer for Raymond's next birthday...
